ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Tuple reconstruction time is a major factor to affect the query performance in column-stores [1, 2] . For large data requirement, traditional row-id based tuple construction time pays heavy performance penalty. Two materialization strategies for tuple reconstruction exists in literature namely; Early materialization and Late Materialization. Early Materialization is a technique to stitch the columns into partial tuples as early as possible, Late materialization provides significant performance advantages for analytical queries, since there are fewer row-ids to fetch off the disk for each join [16] , hence results in significant disk I/O savings for large tables. In late materialization, schedule to materialize columns according to need, requires awareness in the optimizer, execution engine, and cost model during query optimization. For the very large tables, late materialization involves multiple I/O operations other than the join. In contrast, an early materialized plan involves single scan of complete data.
Therefore, researching and designing a time effective tuple reconstruction approach adapted to column-stores is of great significance. Exploiting projections to support tuple reconstruction is included in C-Store. A relation is divided according to required attributes by query, into subrelations called projections. Each attribute may appear in more than one projection and stored on different sorted order. Since all the attributes are not the part of projection, thus tuple reconstruction pays penalty [4] .
Decision tree algorithm is a popular approach for classifying data of various classes. A purity function to partition the data space into several different classes is a requirement for Decision tree algorithm. Although, as datasets have no pre-assigned labels, the decision tree partitioning approach is not directly applicable to clustering. The partitioning of data space into cluster and empty regions is carried through CLTree, as it efficiently finds cluster in large high dimensional spaces [15] . Proposed approach inherits CLTree to reduce the tuple reconstruction time by clustering frequently used attributes with available projection techniques.
It has been observed that attribute projection plays vital role for tuple reconstruction. Proposed approach i.e. Decision Tree Frequent Clustering Algorithm (DTFCA) uses some existing projection techniques to reduce tuple reconstruction time. These techniques are discussed in Section 2. Some notations and terminology are necessary to review the correlation amongst query attributes and are discussed in Section 3. Methodology to understand DTFCA is presented in Section 4. Section 5 presents the detail description of DTFCA. To exploit DTFCA, experimental data based on TPC-H schema is used as an input in suitable experimental environment. The experimental results thus obtained are analyzed, and discussed in Section 6. Finally, paper conclude with concluding remarks in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
All column-stores databases require tuple reconstruction to process multi-column queries. Literature reveals that much work has been performed to present the materialization strategies and their trade-offs [2] . Column-Stores database series C-Store and MonetDB has gained popularity due to their good performance for analytical queries [4, 5] . Projections are exploited to logically organize the attributes of the base table. Multiple attributes are involved in each projection. The objective of projections is to reduce the tuple reconstruction time. MonetDB uses late tuple materialization. Though partitioning strategies do not guarantee about the better projection, a good solution is to cluster attributes into sub-relations based on the usage patterns [5] . CLTree clustering technique performs clustering by partitioning the data space into dense and sparse regions [15] .
The Bond Energy Algorithm (BEA) is used to cluster attributes based on Attribute Usage Matrix [1, 10, 11] . MonetDB proposed self-organization tuple reconstruction strategy in a main memory structure called cracker map [5, 7] . Dividing and combining the pieces of existing cracker map optimize the query performance. But for the large databases, cracker map pays performance penalty due to high maintenance cost for memory [5] . Therefore, the cracker map is only adapted to the main memory database systems such as MonetDB.
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
In relational Online Analytical Processing Applications, the common format of a query from the fact 
Definition 2 Weak Correlation
In a collection of accesses A={a1, a2,…, am}, every ai(1≤i≤m) is an access to a query. If the correlation among query target attributes is smaller than P, where P is the threshold, the attributes are considered for weak correlation.
In column-stores, two critical tasks are needed to process a query: First, to determine qualifying rows based on the conditions in Where clause, and to generate a set of row identifiers; Second, to merge the qualifying columns of identical row identifiers, and to construct the target rows according to target expression in Select clause. The attributes appear in conjunction in conditional clause and query target are considered to be strongly correlative. The strong correlations in the access list drives the creation of frequent attribute set.
METHODOLOGY
This section covers the search space for DTFCA.
Decision Tree Construction
Divide and conquer strategy has been used to recursively partition the data to build decision tree [15] . In order to obtain purer regions each successive step chooses the cut to partition the space. A commonly used criterion for choosing the best cut is the minimum support. It evaluates every possible value (or cut point) for all projected attributes to find the cut point that gives the best gain ( Figure 1 ).
for each attribute Ai ∈{A1, A2, …, Ad} of the dataset D do for each value x of Ai in D do /* each value is considered as a possible cut */ Compute the information gain at x end Select the cut that satisfy the best information gain according to minimum support 
Determining Cluster Attributes
This sub-section focuses on determining attributes for tuple reconstruction. A cluster is created for each data point in the original dataset, and introduce some attributes for support greater than minimum support. The number of attributes to be added for the cluster E is determined by the following rule:
If the number of attributes inherited from the parent cluster projection is less than the number of projected attributes in E then the number of inherited attributes is increased to E else the number of inherited attributes is used for E The recursive partitioning method will divide the data space until each cluster contains only attribute of a single class, results in very complex tree that partitions the space more than necessary. Hence the decision tree needs to be pruned to produce meaningful clusters. This problem is similar to classification problem, however pruning methods used for classification, cannot be applied for clustering. Subjective measures are required for pruning, since clustering, to certain extent is a subjective task [12, 13] . The tree is pruned using the minimum support values. After pruning, algorithm summarizes the clusters by retrieving only those attributes.
Scaling-up decision tree algorithm
For the decision tree, whole data must resides in memory. For the large data set, SPRINT, a scalable technique is proposed by decision tree algorithm, for eliminating the need to have the entire dataset in memory [23] . A statistical technique to construct a consistent tree based on small subset of data is discussed in BOAT [22] . Proposed algorithm inherits these techniques to determine the cluster.
DECISION TREE FREQUENT CLUSTERING ALGORITHM (DTFCA)
This section describes the implementation of DTFCA in the MonetDB analytic platform [5] . DTFCA is used to determine the clustering of frequent attribute set. DTFCA algorithm combines multiple iterations of the original loop into a single loop body, and rearranges the frequent attribute set.
Let each relation R be grouped into several projections based on empirical knowledge and users' requirement. After the system is used by users for a period, a set of accesses A={a1, a2,…, am} are collected by the system. DTFCA uses mainly a set of accesses to cluster frequently projected attribute-set which are strongly correlated. The input to DTFCA is a variant of AUM (Table 1) . Each element in the output forms attributes of a projection. DTFCA clustering results truly reflect the strong correlativity between attributes implied in previous collection of accesses for queries, and conform to the meanings of projection in column-stores. 
EXPERIMENT DETAILS
The objective of the experiment is to compare the execution time of existing tuple reconstruction method with DTFCA for TPC-H schema queries on column-stores DBMS.
Experimental Environment
Experiments are conducted on 2.20 GHz Intel® Core™2 Duo Processor, 2M Cache, 1G Memory, 5400 RPM Hard Drive, Monet DB, a column oriented database and Windows® XP operating system.
Experimental Data
TPC-H data set is used as the experiment data set, which is generated by the data generator. Given a TPC-H Schema, fourteen different queries are accessed 140 times during a given window period.
Experimental Analysis
Let us consider a relation with four attributes namely; S_Supplierkey (A1), P_partkey (A2), O_orderdate (A3), and L_orderkey (A4). These attributes are accessed by fourteen different queries of TPC-H schema for varying minimum support. For each attribute AUM has access frequency generated by the system. The access frequency is derived from three parameters namely; Minimum access frequency (Min_fq), Maximum access frequency (Max_fq), and Average access frequency (Avg_fq). Minimum access frequency of query attributes is computed for initial access of attributes. Maximum access frequency of query attributes is computed on the system with more processing of queries. Average frequency is computed on the system with less processing of queries. DTFCA uses access frequency to cluster frequent attribute-set. Frequent attribute-set refers to the set for frequency no smaller than the minimum support. Now, we explain the execution of DTFCA algorithm for different cases of minimum support. We denote the attribute frequency as a candidate of frequent attribute-set by (int_val) xyz, where int_val is the integer value of access frequency. Also, x, y and z represent the case variable numbers respectively. For the given minimum support, the frequent attribute-set will be a combination of four attributes (A1, A2, A3, and A4).
Case-Study
Let Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 denote three minimum support case variables. For DTFCA experiment analysis, let the minimum support values for these variables be 30, 50, and 60 respectively. For the implementation of Case 1, user gains the control to determine the strong correlation among attributes, and hence formulating the frequent attribute-set. By referring to Table 1 , frequent attribute-sets generated are higher than other cases i.e. out of fourteen pairs or patterns, thirteen patterns were frequent. This result may be considered as moderate and reduces tuple reconstruction time for column-stores. However, with Case 2 and Case 3, generated frequent attribute sets are four and one respectively. The clustering result of DTFCA is more in conformity with the idea of projection in column-stores.
The experiments are performed on TPC-H dataset queries with the same selectivity and varying minimum support. As shown in Figure 2 (horizontal axis denotes the minimum support, vertical axis denotes the execution time), the execution time of TPC-H query schema is inversely proportional to minimum support, and the system may perform well for query attributes which are strongly correlative (refer Section 3). As shown in Figure 3 , the execution time under DTFCA is much lower than traditional tuple reconstruction method; hence DTFCA could minimize the tuple reconstruction time. 
CONCLUSION
DTFCA approach, exploits decision tree to cluster frequently accessed attributes of a relation. All the attributes in each cluster form a projection. The experiment shows that proposed approach is beneficial to cluster projection in column-stores and hence reduces the tuple reconstruction time.
The output of DTFCA is not a partition, but a group of attributes for the clustering into columnstores.
